“Built for Life” When it comes to remounting your Braun ambulance, who better to assist you than the original equipment manufacturer? We have detailed records on the history of your ambulance, including original programming files, complete electrical schematics, and any warranty service work completed over the lifetime of the module. As the OEM, we also have access to the newest technology and innovations available. The same team of in-house design, electrical, and chassis specialists that built your unit originally will lend their expertise to your remount and refurbishment project. Our engineering resources are skilled in rebuild, repair, modifications, and upgrades. Each step in the process is well documented, resulting in a like-new ambulance complete with thorough documentation for future in-house service work.

We can help you maximize your investment in your current ambulance module by placing it on a new chassis and complete upgrades to the latest industry standards. Some departments have been able to remount the same module several times, saving money and maximizing the use of their existing unit each time. An ambulance remount with Braun is smart investing for the long term, and fits your budget in the short term. In fact, remounting and refurbishing an existing ambulance can save anywhere between 20 and 50% over buying new.
Remount

**Remount Process Benefits:**
- Factory Direct Remount Services
- Type I to Type III Conversions
- Upgrade MasterTech Electrical System
- New as Built Electrical Schematics for Each Remount
- QVM Certified Remounter
- Dedicated Chassis Coordinator working with 9 Chassis Suppliers and 46 Chassis Platforms
- Cost Savings and a Smart Investment in the Future of Your Department
- In-house Design, Electrical, Paint and Lettering/Graphics Specialists
- Original Factory Warranty Extension – Lifetime Structural Warranty

**FAQ's**

**What are the available chassis options?**
We currently work with 9 chassis suppliers and can remount onto one of 46 different chassis platforms.

**Are chassis rebates available on a remount?**
All chassis rebates and discounts apply to remount units.

**Can we upgrade our module with new innovations and products?**
Yes, new Braun Innovations and industry new technology can be included in remounted modules.

**Can a traditional electrical (hardwired) system be upgraded to MasterTech IV system?**
All electrical upgrades can be completed during the remount process, including adding new Touchscreen capable Vista Screens.

**How long is the remount process?**
The remount process can be completed within 60-120 days including chassis ordering.

**Can we add a new lettering and graphics package?**
Our in-house Graphics Department Engineer can design and install a custom graphics package meeting the needs of your department.

**Will the Lifetime Structural Warranty carry over to the remount?**
The Braun Lifetime Structural Warranty is applied to the module.

**PICTURE IT... Quality Made Affordable!**
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